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Matt and Karen Bair thought they were prepared for anything, but can they survive a total collapse

of the economic system? If they want to live through the crisis, theyâ€™ll have to think fast and

move quickly. In a world where all the rules have changed, and savagery is law, those who hesitate

pay with their very lives.America is on the cusp of financial annihilation and desperation pushes

society to the brink. Government borrowing and monetary creation reach their limits and funds are

no longer available for entitlement programs. The thin veneer of civility quickly gives way, revealing

the brutal underside of humanity. Widespread civil unrest erupts across the country making cities

unlivable. Matt and Karen will have to make the most of every resource and opportunity. They must

stay alive long enough to adapt to the ominous nightmare that has become the new normal.Liberty

minded individuals will find this near-future, post-apocalyptic, Christian novel to be right up their

alley. Those who are looking to be more informed about the potential threats to Americaâ€™s

financial stability will learn what to watch for and how to prepare themselves for an economic

collapse. American Exit Strategy is a work of fictionâ€¦ until it becomes history.As with all books by

Mark Goodwin, this book contains no profanity and no embarrassing sex scenes. However, if you're

more offended by biblical principles and scriptural references than profanity, this book might not be

for you.
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...instead of just chapters of a book.I've read 2 of these Economic Collapse "books" and I feel a little

like a sucker for doing so (bought 'em both at the same time.) I decided to write my review on this

installment of the book, instead of the 2nd installment, just so people might understand better what

they are getting into.This trend of dividing books up into chapters, and selling them as a "book," is

becoming annoying. I feel insulted when I get to the end of one of these, then the author tells us to

write good reviews on ...so he will reward us with a few more chapters. Write a good book, and I'll

probably buy your next one. Try to cheat me into becoming your annuity fund, and I'll pass. I don't

blame them for trying to make a buck. I blame myself for giving it to them.How about this. Just write

a complete book, and then sell it at a complete books price. And this is not a "trilogy." I've read

Trilogys. This is one book, divided into three parts, if he in fact decides to only write one more

book.Anyway, the book itself (or, at least the chapters of it I've read) is actually pretty good.Yes,

there is a pretty noticeable "Christian" component to the book, so if that bothers you, be prepared.

I'm an atheist myself and it didn't bother me, I actually liked it... but your mileage may vary.This

book focuses more on the "economic" elements of a collapse than most of the genre. Since I

believe that is the most likely scenario for TEOTWAWKI, it caught my interest right away. And I think

it presented it fairly well. As opposed to nukes/asteroids/zombies/disease/etc... this is what I see as

the most realistic way everything really does go to heII. In fact, I'm pretty sure there's no way out of

it.
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